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Abstract
Purpose This research is situated in the context of breast
cancer detection where the standard procedure is the suc-
cession of an initial mammography (MX) examination and
a supplementary ultrasound (US) scan. One major difficulty
of this procedure results from the fact that breast geometry
changes between both examinations due to different patient’s
positions. The proposed system facilitates this combined
examination by keeping the breast geometry and by adding
a US probe guidance robot to the mammography system.
Methods A comanipulation system is set upwhere the robot
and user simultaneously manipulate the probe toward the
target previously localized in MX images. Calibration pro-
cedures and robot control are detailed.
Results A test protocol was presented to conduct two tests
that are both related to the medical application. The first tests
aim at evaluating robot guidance for localizing a lesionwhich
was previously defined in the X-ray images. The second tests
aim at quantifying robot influence when scanning a target
lesion. The studied task consists of a pointing/scanning exer-
cise, where the US beam intersects a breast lesion.
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Conclusions The experiments show a significant increase in
examination quality when using robot guidance as compared
to the nonassisted examination.
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Introduction

This work is set in the medical context of breast cancer
(BC) detection. The usual BC detection procedure sched-
ules a first X-ray examination [called mammography (MX),
Fig. 1] followed by a supplementary MX plus Ultrasound
(US) examination if necessary, Fig. 2.

MX and US are both used because they represent com-
plementary modalities in breast imaging. MX has proven
to be very effective detecting early cancers in mostly adi-
pose breasts, while US is more sensitive in dense breasts. For
dense breasts, tissue characteristics sometimes prohibit accu-
rate BC identification. As a result, about half of cancers with
histological confirmation were missed using MX during a
study on patientswith dense breasts [1].Meanwhile, attempt-
ing BC detection in women having dense breasts remains
essential as 50% appx. of young women have such breasts
[9]. Furthermore, BC risk increases by a factor of 4–6 for
women having dense breasts [12]. US is thus used in combi-
nation with MX as it has been reported, to be more sensitive
thanMX for BC detection in dense breasts, [5,11,13,15,17].
Therefore, combining MX and US into a single examination
has the potential to provide an effective tool for BC diagnosis
in women with dense breasts.

One of the main problems in conducting MX followed
by manual US is the change of breast geometry. Indeed, in
MX, the breast is compressed between the image receptor
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Fig. 1 MX examination

Fig. 2 US examination

and a compression paddle before X-ray exposure. On the
other hand, for US, the patient is lying on her back and the
breasts are not compressed anymore. The examiner has to
mentally correlate the suspicious zone identified in the MX
images with the new geometry of the uncompressed breasts.
Conway et al. [6] reported in their study that examiners fail
to locate up to 10% of the lesions during manual US: In
10% of manual US following MX, the examiner was going
to investigate a different breast lesion than the one previously
seen in MX and was not aware of the mismatch.

To overcome these difficulties, Kapur et al. [14] proposed
an imaging apparatus to combine MX and automated US
scans (see Fig. 3). Two degrees of freedom (DOFs) robo-
tized probe holding framework are mounted on top of the
compression paddle. During the US examination, the probe
is automatically moved over the compression paddle and the
images are further treated in order to display the scanned US
volume. MX and US images are displayed in real time. Since

US coupling gel might have a negative effect on MX image
quality, MX is performed prior to US. A clear advantage of
this approach is that the patient’s breast remains under the
same compression during MX and US. A drawback in the
context of diagnostic procedures is that it may take time to
fully scan the breast volume with the US probe, while the
medical need is often to check a particular suspicious region
that was detected on MX. Moreover, when shadows appear
from either anatomical structures or paddle support, it is not
possible to adapt the probe’s orientation because of the lim-
ited DOFs of the scanning device.

The concept developed in this paper uses the same idea of
performing the US examination right after the MX imaging,
the patient’s breast remaining under the same compression.
However, instead of an automatic scanningwith limited num-
ber of DOFs, we propose a manual manipulation of the US
probe toward a target localized in the MX image, with six
DOFs. This manipulation is assisted by a comanipulated sys-
tem.

Comanipulation consists in sharing the control of a tool
between a user and a robot. A typical behavior is set through
virtual fixtures. Virtual fixtures are geometrical constraints
imposed by a robot to a tool: Along some DOFs, the move-
ment is free for the user while along the others, it is blocked
up to the robot programmable stiffness.

This idea was implemented in [19,20], through a semi-
passive device called passive arm with dynamic constraints
(PADyC). Its mechanical design enables the motion of a tool
to be limited in accordance with a planned task. A geometric
zone is defined in which the surgeon can move freely. When
moving out of the zone the surgeon is restricted by forces
applied by the robot, which prevents the tool from leaving
the prescribed zone. Since then, comanipulation and vir-
tual fixtures have been widely used for surgical applications
ranging from orthopedic surgery, [3,7,10] to eye surgery
[16], through keyhole interventions, [18]. The application
of comanipulation to the placement of an US probe follow-
ing an MX exam for BC detection is detailed in “Proposed
approach” section. This application requires a full system

Fig. 3 Semi-automated US breast scanning system [14]
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calibration, which is described in “System calibration” sec-
tion and an original controller described in “Robot control”
section. A set of in vitro experimental results is given and
discussed in “Experiments” section prior to a conclusion
(“Discussion and conclusions” section).

Proposed approach

Theworkflow of the proposed system beginswith a 3Dmam-
mography so-called digital breast tomosynthesis (DBT) scan
of the patient’s breast (see Fig. 4). After 3D reconstruction of
the breast, a suspicious zone is identified. Its coordinates are
sent to the robot in order to provide assistance when locating
the target lesion. The user jointly manipulates the probe with
the robot. His/her task is to image the suspicious zone while
maintaining contact between the probe and the paddle. The
robot task is to help the radiologist, thanks to virtual fixtures
(see Fig. 4). Indeed, from the physician’s point of view, the
US scan remains complex: To position the probe, the shape
and 3D location of the suspicious lesion must still be men-
tally reconstructed from the DBT images. This computation
can be performed easily by a computer, and the information
can then be sent to a robot, which should guide the physician
toward the lesionwith increased speed and accuracy. Figure 5

detector
breast

compression
paddle

X-ray
beam

X-ray 
emitting
source

lesion localization
by physician

3D reconstruction

physician
US probe

coordinates transmission
to robot

Fig. 4 Novel system for robot assistance for combining US and DBT
examinations

Fig. 5 Test setup

Fig. 6 US image during tests. Left breast border, Top artifacts due
to compression paddle, Bottom artifacts due to plate simulating the
detector, Middle cystic lesion (black) and tumor lesion (white)

Fig. 7 X-ray image during tests

depicts the complete setup built to experiment this idea. A
Virtuose 6D (Haption, France) robot is used. It is a fully actu-
ated 6-DOF haptic robot which is designed to produce forces
and moments at its end-effector with a high fidelity. Adapt-
able fixations were built to mount on the robot end-effector,
a 9L linear transducer (Ultrasonix, France) connected to an
Ultrasonix RP Ultrasound system.

As for the breast, a multimodal breast phantom (Cirs
inc. model 051 phantom) containing dense masses of
2–8 mm diameter and cystic lesions of 3–10 mm diameter
is used. It is compressed between a 25-mm-thick PVC plate
(at the bottom) and a 6-mm-thick PMP plate (at the top),
both well suited regarding their low X-ray attenuation, PMP
being equally well suited to let pass US [4]. Figure 6 shows
typical US image of a lesion obtained with this setup. A com-
puter screen is placed in front of the subject and displays the
reconstructed slices of the breast phantom, acquired using an
investigational DBT device based on a Senographe DS (GE
Healthcare, Chalfont St Giles, UK). The subjects are free to
navigate within the DBT images using the scroll ball of a
computer mouse, as it is done during the standard workflow
of mammography image reading (Fig. 7).

System calibration

The proposed approach leads to calibration and registration
issues. The target I is first identified in the MX images.
Its position in the breast phantom is thus known w.r.t. the
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X-ray DBT reconstructed slices. The aim is to program the
robot assisting the positioning of the probe toward the tar-
get. Therefore, it is required to determine the position of I
w.r.t. the ultrasound probe. Two pieces of information are
necessary:

– theUS beam localization in robot base (Fig. 8), expressed
through the homogeneous translationmatrixM0P , result-
ing from the product of:

– the robot end-effector localization w.r.t. the robot
base, M06, (calibration detailed in “Robot identifi-
cation” section),

– and the US beam localization w.r.t. the robot end-
effector, M6P , (calibration detailed in “Ultrasound
probe to robot end-effector localization” section),

– the X-ray image frame localization w.r.t. the robot base,
M0X , (Fig. 9) (registration detailed in “X-ray image reg-
istration” section).

In the next, the following coordinate frames will be used:

– FP = (P, xP , yP , zP ), the frame attached to US probe,
with P being the probe tip and zP the normal vector of the
US plane. Note that (P, xP , yP ) is the US image plane.

– F0 = (O0, x0, y0, z0), the frame attached to the robot
base.

– F6 = {O6, x6, y6, z6} the coordinate system of the robot
end-effector.

O6

O0

x0

y0

y6
x6

M06

yP

x
P

M0P

M6P

P

Fig. 8 Ultrasound probe to robot base calibration principle
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Fig. 9 X-ray image to robot base registration principle

– FX = {OX , xX , yX , zX } the coordinate system of the
X-ray DBT reconstructed slices, with OX being the
upper-left image corner and zX the image’s normal vector.

Robot identification

In this system, a cable-driven robot is used. This type of robot
may show internal position errors due to their mechanical
structure (cable deformations). To interpret the calibration
and registration results in their given context, the precision
of the robot was determined first. A conventional geometry
calibration procedure was run, leading to the identification of
theDenavit–Hartenberg (DH) parameters for theVirtuose 6D
[8]. DH parameters correspond to the geometrical constants
of the robot (link lengths, angles between axes).

The identification consists in minimizing (with an itera-
tive least-squares algorithm) the error between twomeasures
of the position of a given end-effector point M . The first
measure is obtained from the robot joint sensors and a geo-
metrical model involving the DH parameters to be identified.
The second measure is obtained from an external reference
measure. In these experiments, the Polaris visual tracking
system (Northern Digital Inc.) with a known position error
noise of 0.4 mm was used for reference measures, while a
visual marker was fixed at the robot end-effector (point M).
The robot was positioned in different configurations, and the
robot and marker positions are recorded in both systems,
respectively (i.e., Virtuose 6D and Polaris) (see Fig. 10).
A total of 37 measures have been used for the identifica-
tion. The mean end-effector position error after convergence
was 1.64 mm (max 2.65 mm, SD 0.64 mm). The optimized
parameters were verified with 13 points not used for opti-
mization, giving an average error of 1.49 mm (max 2.64 mm,
SD 0.81 mm).

Ultrasound probe to robot end-effector localization

Calibrating the US probe with respect to the robot end-
effector aims at localizing every US image pixel in the
robot end-effector frame, i.e., determining the transformation
matrix M6P betweenF6 andFP . The approach depicted in
[21] is used: A rectilinear rod plunged in a water tank is

O6

O0

OVOM

O6 OM

Fig. 10 Verification results of the DH identification algorithm for the
Virtuose 6D robot
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observed by the US probe for several robot configurations
(see Fig. 11). The intersection of the calibration rod with the
US plane results in a white blob in a mostly black US image,
and thus, its geometrical center (GC) can easily be localized
in theUS image.The identificationprocedure consists inmin-
imizing (thanks to a recursive least-squares algorithm) the
error between two different measures of the GC coordinates
in the end-effector frame. One results from the geometrical
model of the robot and the other from image processing.
Note that the identification procedure also allows for iden-
tifying the US image gains, namely the mm to pixel ratio
(see [21]). The calibration algorithm is ran from 16 configu-
rations. It converges with an average error of 1.17 mm (max
2.41 mm, SD 0.60 mm). In the US image, these correspond
to a reconstructed error per direction of 3.12 pixels (max
8.42 pixels) and 7.66 pixels (max 18.22 pixels) in x-direction
and y-direction, respectively. The optimized parameterswere
verified with 7 points not used for optimization. Verification
terminated with an average error of 0.78 mm (max 1.74 mm,
SD 0.51 mm) (see Fig. 12). In the image, these correspond
to a reconstructed error per direction of 1.42 pixels (max

O6

O0

x0

y0

OR

s

M

PP

Fig. 11 Geometrical model For US probe calibration

3.60 pixels) and 5.77 pixels (max 12.86 pixels) in x-direction
and y-direction, respectively.

X-ray image registration

Since the robot is not localized with respect to the mam-
mography device, a registration step is necessary to obtain
the transformation matrix between F0 and FX . The cho-
sen method relies on measuring the coordinates of reference
points in both the robot and X-ray image space. The regis-
tration tool is a nylon plate containing 15 lead ball bearings
(BBs), which was positioned on top of the breast phantom.
Fiducial markers have been randomly placed on a plate cov-
ering the entire breast phantom surface. The markers are
1-mm-diameter BBs highly visible in X-ray images. An
X-ray scan of the registration plate is performed. The BB
coordinates are determined in the X-ray images. To obtain
the coordinates of the target points in the robot space, a local-
ization tip was used. Each target point coordinates w.r.t. the
robot base are computed, thanks to DH parameters identified
in “Robot identification” section and to a tool model.

The registration points on the nylon paddle are determined
in the robot base by manually pointing on them using the
robot equipped with the calibrated tool (see Fig. 13). During
this phase, the robot is controlled to apply a null force and it
can be easily moved, thanks to its high backdrivability. The
obtained coordinates are then mapped to the point coordi-
nates determined in the MX images. This mapping is done
using an iterative closest point algorithm (ICP) [2].

Nine marker coordinates are used to optimize the trans-
formation parameters. The remaining five points are used to
verify the optimization algorithms and to confirm the error.
The chosen target points for optimization and validation are

P

Fig. 12 Parameter verification for ultrasound probe calibration
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Fig. 13 Geometrical model for X-ray image registration

distributed all over the registration plate. The ICP algorithm
terminates with an average error of 0.70 mm (max 1.06 mm,
SD 0.24 mm). The optimized parameters were verified with
5 points, giving an average error of 0.73 mm (max 1.59 mm,
std 0.48 mm) (see Fig. 14).

Total setup error

To estimate the final setup error, six target points (lesion GC
of the anatomic phantom) were chosen. Their coordinates
were determined in the X-ray and US images. For the latter
ones, the US probe was positioned manually. After success-
ful calibration of each system component, both independent
ways to measure the same target point should give the same
result. A difference between both measures indicates a cal-
ibration/registration error of the system. Thus, the GC was
measured in FP and FX separately. To estimate the error
between both sets, they were expressed inFP . The transfor-
mation from FX to FP is possible, thanks to the previous
calibration steps. Indeed, any point QX |X expressed in FX

can be expressed inFP by:

QX |P = MPX QX |X = MP6 M60 M0X QX |X (1)

U
O0

z0

y0x0

yP

zP
xP

PQ

P

XQ
dz

Fig. 15 Geometrical model total setup error

Target points have been identified in the breast phantom to
estimate the total setup error. The point coordinates have
been determined in the X-ray images (QX in Fig. 15). The
same target points have been visualized using US and are
denoted QP . Thanks to the previous probe to end-effector
calibration, the distance between QX and the US beam could
be calculated:

dz =
∣
∣
∣(QX − QP )TzP

∣
∣
∣ (2)

The average distance between the GC measured in X-ray
images and the US beam is 1.29 mm (max 2.23 mm, std
0.84 mm) (see Fig. 16). Note that this estimation depends
on the manual position capabilities. A human error is thus
induced in this procedure. Nevertheless, the US probe was
positioned by a user who already knew the breast phantom
while paying much attention. The total setup error is due to
the following identified possible sources of error:

– the robot internal position error,
– the BBs used for registration and their diameter of 1 mm,
– the reconstruction distance of 0.5 mm between the X-ray
image slices (relatively low resolution),

– the localization-tip diameter of 0.25 mm,

Fig. 14 X-ray image to robot verification
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Fig. 16 Total setup error

Taking into account the medical context in which this system
would be used, the total error looks pretty acceptable. Indeed,
the smallest lesions detected in clinical practice with US are
about 5 mm in diameter.

Robot control

Robot-assisted US examination of BC detection can be mod-
eled as a pointing/scanning task where the user is assisted by
a robot, who knows the location of the lesion. Since the breast
remains compressed afterMX, theUS scan is to be performed
through the compression paddle. The radiologist’s task is to
find and scan the suspicious zone while maintaining contact
between the probe and the paddle. For better visibility, physi-
cians often display the lesion in the middle of the US image,
on its main axis. The task of a conventional US scan has a
total of six DOFs. However, it can be reduced to a four-DOF
task at the probe tip, thanks to the assumption of constant
probe–paddle contact. Two movements would lead to a loss
of probe–paddle contact and thus are not part of the task:

– translations along the paddle normal vector,
– rotations around vector normal to the US beam.

The positioning task possesses thus four DOFs, as shown
in Fig. 17: two translations of the probe tip on the paddle,
assumed to be planar, one rotation along the normal vector
of the paddle surface, and a second rotation around the inter-
section line of the paddle surface and the US plane. Even if
the task is associated with scanning, i.e., the full coverage of
a region of interest (ROI), this can be reduced to a pointing
task based on the hypothesis of a moving point of interest
(POI) within the ROI. The compression paddle is associated
with a plane π , while the ultrasound beam plane is denoted
U. In the next, the following notations are used:

– The US probe is handled by the user at point H on the
US probe main axis.

– The robot wrench is applied on the probe at point R on
the US probe main axis.

Fig. 17 DOF of a US scan of a compressed breast through a rigid
compression paddle

– The central point of the suspicious lesion S is denoted I
and its projection onU is denoted I1 with I1 − I = l1zP .

– The projection of I on the US probe main axis is denoted
I2, I2 − I1 = l2xP .

The task consists of centering the suspicious lesion in the
image, which is hence divided into two parts:

1. assuring intersection between theUS plane and the lesion
(I = I1),

2. centering the lesion in the image (I1 = I2).

As stated in “Introduction” section, it is important to allow
imaging tissues surrounding the lesion, as well as letting the
radiologist to choose the probe orientation in order to avoid
undesired shadows and to observe the lesion from a desired
angle of view. Consequently, the robot should not completely
prevent the user from moving away from the target. To sim-
ulate such behavior, a robot control that generates a wrench
corresponding to the sumof two compression springs of stiff-
ness, k1 and k2, respectively, was implemented. Both springs
have a null-free length. One connects I and I1, whereas the
second one connects I1 and I2:
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E1 = [

0 0 −k1l1 0 0 0
]T
I1
; E2 = [−k2l2 0 0 0 0 0

]T
I2

(3)

The applied wrenches thus provide a state of equilibrium at
I = I1 and I1 = I2, when the task is successfully accom-
plished. The complete wrench applied to execute the task is
the sum of E1 and E2:

Etask = E1 + E2 (4)

= [−k2l2 0 −k1l1 −k1l1lP − k1l1l2 k2l2lP
]T
P

with (I2 − P) = lPyP . (5)

This controller is applied to the robot at a 1kHz rate. In
order to ease themanipulation, a viscosity term depending on
the end-effector velocity at O6 is added for proper damping,
while a gravity compensation of the US probe’s weight is
added.

Experiments

Protocol

Tests have been performed by 22 naive subjects using the
setup. A large number of subjects have been recruited to
account for inter-subject variability and still obtain statisti-
cally significant results. It was not possible to recruit such
a large number of radiologists. This is why the results are
not to be considered as an absolute performance evaluation
but, rather, as a differential comparison between assisted and
nonassisted manipulation. Notice that since the task to be
realized is not a conventional clinical gesture, even radiol-
ogists would have been considered as naive subjects with
respect to the task and the robot assistance.

For Test 1, the subjects are presented with a target lesion
chosen in the MX images. They start (at t = 0) with the US
probe in its rest position (at one corner of the breast phan-
tom) and have to localize this particular target on the phantom
using US.When subjects think they have localized the lesion
from a first guess, they give a vocal feedback (at t = t1).
Then, they proceed to analyze the surrounding tissues (seek-
ing for other points of interest) in order to verify their first
guess, as a radiologist would do in a real situation. Once they
are certain to have localized the lesion, a second vocal feed-
back is given (at t = t2) and the test is stopped. During Test
2, the subjects are asked to scan the entire target lesion (not
only its central point) usingUS. This corresponds to a clinical
phase where the radiologist wants to characterize the lesion

(shape and size). Test 2 starts (at t = t3) with the US probe
already positioned above the lesion to be examined. Four
different scanning methods are used within Test 2. First, the
user is asked to visualize the lesion in the US images under as
many different perspectives (probe orientations) as possible
within 30 s. For the three remaining scanning methods, the
subject is asked to execute a particular movement and has
only 10 s to scan the lesion. Three movements compatible
with the probe–paddle contact geometry are selected: trans-
lations along the compression paddle plane, rotations around
the paddle normal vector nπ and rotations around the inter-
section of the US plane and the paddle surface (zP × nπ ).
Test 2 terminates at t = te. The two tests performed are
summarized here (see Fig. 18):

– Test 1: subtasks one and two: approximate target local-
ization followed by proper target identification.

– Test 2: subtask three: entire target lesion scan.

The test are run under two conditions: Either the robot is in
a transparent mode (no forces applied, mode 1), or the robot
applies the elastic force fields depicted in “Robot control”
section (mode 2). To avoid increasing learning effects, all
Tests 1 (for both actuation modes) have been executed in a
row and prior to Tests 2. The subjects have thus not been
habituated to the phantom geometry during Tests 1. User
performances for each mode were compared. For Tests 1,
two performance indicators were chosen:

– US plane-to-target distance (precision), dz = mean
(|(I − I1)TzP |),

– completion time (duration), t2.

In order to compare the different time performances, they
were normalized over the entire duration of the series of Tests
1 for each subject and both actuation modes, e.g., for mode

i : tl,i = t2,i − t0,i
∑2

1(t2,i − t0,i )
.

Results of Tests 2 have been grouped for each actuation
mode, independent of the movement. The performance indi-
cators are:

– The visibility ratio ts defined as the ratio between the time
spanwhenUSplaneU and lesion volume S intersect (i.e.,
when the lesion is visible) and the total duration of the

scanning test: ts = t ′s
te−t2

, with t ′s = ∑te
t2(ti − ti−1),∀ti ∈

Fig. 18 Time line for Tests
time

t0
probe in 
rest position

t1

subtask 1 ongoing

first lesion
guess

subtask 2 ongoing

t2
final lesion
designated

te
scan 

terminated

subtask 3 ongoing

t3
scan 
started
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{t3, . . . , te} : (S ∪ U ) and te − t2 = 30 s as imposed by
the protocol.

– the US plane-to-target distances (precision), dz =
mean

(|(I − I1)TzP |),

Test data have been analyzed using statistical ANOVA
(analysis of variance) tests. It indicates whether or not the
results obtained per control mode are significantly different.
The result of ANOVA tests gives so-called p and F val-
ues which have to be interpreted w.r.t. level of confidence as
shown here:

– the F-value is the ratio of the variance between con-
trol modes and the variance within each control mode.
It quantifies the separation of each sampling group (here
control mode) w.r.t. the others. The higher the F value,
the more the samplings (control mode) are significantly
different.

– the p value depends on the actual F value. A low p value
indicates a high confidence in the given statistical result.
For a low p value, it is highly probable that the control
modes have significant influence on user performances.

In case of p < 0.05, one can conclude that the robot con-
trol modes have altered the effects on user performances in
relation to the analyzed data to a significance level of 95%.

Results

Table 1 shows the number of properly located lesions for
each control mode at the end of Tests 1.

Table 2 shows how subjects changed their guess between
the first and second feedback. Without guidance, two sub-
jects rectified their first guess, and one finally chose a wrong
lesion as target although it was properly localized at the first
feedback. One subject rectified his initial guess with assis-
tance, in a positive way.

Indicators for Tests 1 averaged across subjects are plotted
in Fig. 19. The average normalized time needed to localize
the lesion was longer in mode 1 (t̄l,1 = 58.1%, σ = 15.1%)
than in mode 2 (t̄l,2 = 42.0%, σ = 15.1%), which repre-
sents a 28.0% time reduction brought by the robot guidance.
Users also performed worst with mode 1 regarding preci-
sion. In this mode, the average US plane-to-target distance
(d̄z) is 0.8 cm (1.43 cm), while it is only 0.05 cm (0.17 cm) in

Table 1 Number of properly located lesions during Tests 1 over 22
subjects

Actuation mode 1 (Without guidance) 2 (With guidance)

Results at t = t1 12 14

Results at t = t2 13 15

Table 2 Change of chosen lesion between both feedbacks during Test
1

Actuation mode 1 (Without guidance) 2 (With guidance)

Wrong → proper 2 1

Proper → wrong 1 0

No change, wrong 8 7

No change, proper 11 14
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Fig. 19 Results of Tests 1: mean localization time and US plane-to-
target distance

mode 2. This represents an improvement of 94.0% brought
by robot guidance. This accuracy can be considered sufficient
to image lesions of 0.5 cm diameter in practice.

One-factor ANOVA with subjects as repeated measures
was used to analyze each indicator. The robot guidance
has a significant effect on the US plane-to-target distances
(F = 7.2 and p = 0.014). Results of completion time
(F = 6.3 and p = 0.020) showed a less but still significant
effect for the experiment conditions. Indicators for Test 2 are
plotted in Fig. 20.Withmode 1, the visibility ratio t̄s averaged
across subjects was 56.7% (SD 3.3%) of the total duration
of Tests 2. Users have thus only spent about half of the time
imaging the lesion, and the rest of the time, it was not visible
in theUS images although theywere explicitly asked tomain-
tain visibility during the scanning movement. With mode 2,
t̄s reached 89.8% (SD 3.4%). The target-to-plane distance
averaged across subjects, d̄z , was analyzed regarding itsmean
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Fig. 20 Results of Tests 2: results for visibility ratio and US plane-to-
target distance

andmaximumvalues across the four different scanningmeth-
ods of Tests 2, denoted mean(d̄z) and max(d̄z), respectively.
The indicator max (mean(dz)) is larger in mode 1 [0.95 cm
(SD 0.47 cm)], to be compared to 0.16 cm (SD 0.1 cm) for
mode 2. The maximal distance was thus decreased by 83%
by the use of guidance. A similar relation can be observed for
mean(d̄z). Its value is 0.35 cm (SD 0.09 cm) for mode 1 and
only 0.06 cm (SD0.03 cm) formode2. This corresponds to an
improvement of 82%. One-factor ANOVA run with subjects
as repeated measures again showed a significant effect of the
two actuation modes: F = 210.8, p = 0.0007 for visibility
ratio, F = 17.2, p = 0.0250 for max US plane-to-target dis-
tance and F = 80.2, p = 0.003 for mean US plane-to-target
distance. p values are equally below 0.002 for results of each
independent Tests 2 series (i.e., free movement or the three
imposed movements).

Discussion and conclusions

The aim of this work was to propose a solution for com-
bining MX and US breast scans without changing the breast
geometry. This is motivated by clinical literature reporting
diagnostic errors due to breast geometry changes between
MX and US examinations. In order to minimize the dual-
examination duration, which is crucial as breast compression
induces pain to the patient, we have proposed to assist the
physician in locating, with the US probe, a lesion identified
in the 3DMX images. A comanipulated robot was developed

to help scanning the breast with an US probe through theMX
compression paddle.

In order to allow for immediate operation as soon as the
patient is installed, we have proposed to install the robot fixed
w.r.t. the DBT imaging device and to calibrate the system.
The overall system precision is 1.29 mm, which is sufficient
with regard to the clinical application, where lesions of 5mm
need to be identified.

A test protocol was presented to conduct two tests that are
both related to the medical application. The first tests aims at
evaluating robot guidance for localizing a lesion which was
previously defined in theX-ray images. The second tests aims
at quantifying robot influence when scanning a target lesion.
The studied task consists of a pointing/scanning exercise,
where the US beam intersects a breast lesion.

Table 1 shows a slight increase in the ability of properly
identifying the target lesion thanks to the use of the robot.
The low stiffness used throughout the experiments in order
to let the user scan the system is certainly a reason for that
low improvement, which is yet of approx. 10%.More impor-
tantly, the use of a robot increases precision during both tests,
nearly 94%. Furthermore, it decreases the time needed to
properly localize a target using US by nearly 30%. During
the scanning phase, the visibility ratiowas increased by 60%,
indicating that keeping the lesion visible during the US scan-
ning phase is easier. We hypothesize that this could allow for
localizing smaller lesions.

In summary, it was shown that user performance increased
significantly with robot assistance in terms of speed and pre-
cision.
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